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Australian Senator Gerard Rennick's Amazing Vax Rant Leaves Opposition Parties Angry

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Canadian Independent video  above features an early-December 2022 Parliamentary speech by

Gerard Rennick, senator for Queensland, Australia, and a member of the Liberal National Party.

As noted by Rennick, Australia had logged more than 10 million COVID-19 cases by September

2022, at which point the Australian Health Department stopped counting — a decision made out of

embarrassment, Rennick suggests, seeing how more than half the country caught COVID despite

the fact that 20 million out of Australia's total population of 26 million  got their COVID jabs.

Rennick goes on to highlight the rising excess death rate. In 2021, Australia had 8,706 extra deaths

above norm, even though New South Wales remained in lockdown for three whole months. "In

theory, the deaths should have been lower, like they were in 2020," Rennick says.

When Will COVID Jab Injuries Be Addressed?

Then there are the jab injuries, which according to Rennick now number around 140,000, "more than

all the injuries reported from vaccines since 1971." Yet despite this shocking discrepancy, the

Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) — just as the Food and Drug Administration

and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the U.S. — refuses to look at or even

acknowledge the signal.

"[That's] the whole point of having a database where doctors report these injuries, where

they tick the box 'Suspected [vaccine injury]' — and as the doctors say, they don't All these

forms out because they have spare time … no, they're ticking these boxes because they

believe the vaccine caused the injury they're reporting — and yet the TGA wants to pretend

that there's nothing to see here." Rennick says.

"And why wouldn't they? Because professor [John] Skerritt [director of the TGA] is head of

an organization that is funded by Big Pharma. If you want to talk about a conMict of

interest, that's it …

For the past 15 months, I've been contacted by people who have had their lives destroyed

by the vaccine, a vaccine the government said was safe and effective. And if that isn't bad

enough … you people in this chamber here today, didn't read the documents …

You took control over other people's bodies because it suited your control and command

narrative. You showed no humanity. There are people out there that are not only injured,

they have lost their jobs and they cannot get medical support. Husbands and wives … had

to quit their jobs to stay home and look after [them] … [They're] in an incredible amount of

pain …

The fact that the Green Party can sit in that corner over there and mock and laugh at the

vaccine injured — These people aren't anti-vaxxers. They believed what the government told

them, as I did when I Arst got here. But I tell you what, it's nothing but a cesspit of lies in

this place."

Chief Health ODcer Hasn't Read Key Science Reports

Rennick reviews how he asked professor Brendan Murphy, who was the chief health o_cer at the

time, whether he'd actually read the nonclinical trial report for the P`zer shot. As it turns out, he had

not. And because he hadn't, what he told the public was complete make-believe.

"These guys have NO IDEA what they are talking about," Rennick says. "[Murphy] had been

saying … that the spike protein wasn't in the blood. Well, had he read the report he would

have known that they never tested [for] the spike protein.

He would have also known that when they did the animal trials, the report said there was no

difference in lung inMammation between the placebo group and the vaccinated group after

nine days. There was not one [wit] of evidence that showed the vaccine was effective.

But did anyone in this chamber … actually read that report? I bet you not. But you all went

out there and said it was safe and effective, when you didn't have a clue what you were

talking about.

Shame on you, because the law in this country, in the Australian Immunization Register,

says you cannot be coerced into taking a vaccine, No. 1, and No. 2 is that you need to be

properly informed about what is in the vaccine …

[T]hat spike protein in the vaccine isn't even the same as in the virus. No, no, no, they've

actually changed one of the nucleotides and they've got a synthetic gene in the vaccine …

which is designed to make it last longer."

Rennick points out that when it was discovered that the spike protein load doubled in the ovaries

between Day 1 and Day 2 after the jab, they simply stopped the trial and continued to say that the

spike protein stayed at the site of injection, which was a blatant lie.

Uninformed Politicians Are Misinformation Superspreaders

Rennick continues:

"If you want to talk about misinformation, go check out page 44 of the PAzer nonclinical

trial report. It was released on the TGA FOI disclosure log 239-6 … You should also read the

top paragraph on Page 8 that says the study suggests the spike protein can either be

inserted into the membrane or secreted from the cell.

What does that tell you? … It tells you that rather than actually killing the actual pathogen,

which is what a normal vaccine would have done, this particular vaccine goes inside your

cell, takes over the reproduction of the ribosome, which is what produces the protein, and

then starts producing more of the toxic substance.

That is not the name of the game. You would want to actually kill the virus. You do not want

to reproduce it. And of course, Murphy, the chief health obcer, claims that there is nothing

to worry about. He never read the document.

And then we got professor [Paul] Kelly [deputy chief medical obcer for the Australian

Department of Health] … he came out and made the bold statement that it stops

transmission. Well, he was LYING, because the FDA [U.S. Food and Drug Administration]

came out December 20 and said there was NO evidence that the vaccine stopped

transmission."

The Shots Actually Have Negative Effectiveness

We now have data showing that not only do the shots not prevent infection or transmission, but

they have negative effectiveness. Their effectiveness rapidly wanes,  and after 90 days, both

Moderna's and P`zer's shots make you MORE susceptible to COVID.

As shown in the graphic  below, Danish data reveal Omicron cases among the jabbed rose

dramatically after three months for both injections, giving P`zer a negative effectiveness of 76.5%

at 90 days' post-jab and Moderna a 39.3% negative effectiveness.

Repeated Boosters Come With Additional Cost

Waning effectiveness is the justi`cation for repeated boosters, but arti`cially ingated antibodies

caused by repeated boosters signal to your body that you're chronically infected, which is never a

good thing.

As noted by COVID analyst Marc Girardot,  the resulting immune response may end up accelerating

the development of autoimmune conditions such as Parkinson's, Kawasaki disease and multiple

sclerosis.

Our bodies mount an intense response to infection, which includes a high fever to damage the

pathogens, T-cell elevations, and increased antibody production to rid your body of "viral debris."

This is supposed to be a temporary response; after the threat is neutralized, your body tamps down

its immune response.

This is by design, as a perpetual fever and high levels of antibodies keep your body in a dangerous

state. Just as chronic stress (keeping your body in an extended state of "`ght or gight mode")

increases disease risks, so, too, do permanently elevated levels of antibodies. Girardot details three

reasons why:

"1. Too long a fever would end up breaking down all healthy cells, and so the remedy would

be worse than the illness.

2. Perpetual specialized T-cells are also dangerous as they can start off-target attacks of

healthy cells (as often occurs with immune checkpoint blockade treatments against

cancer) …

3. Finally, very high levels of antibodies with nowhere to go are also extremely dangerous.

They can passively bind to receptors of healthy cells, and kickstart a cascade of

autoimmune diseases …"

Florida Petitions Grand Jury Investigation, and More

If political representatives truly cared about the people they supposedly serve, there would be

scores of them speaking out and taking a stand against the COVID shots the way Rennick is doing

in Australia. At present, U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Wisc., stands out as a lone warrior and advocate

for the COVID jab-injured in the U.S.

That said, in mid-December 2022, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis petitioned the Florida Supreme Court

for a grand jury investigation of crimes and wrongdoing committed in relation to the COVID-19

jabs,  so there's hope for justice yet. According to the governor's press release:

"The pharmaceutical industry and the FDA have refused to release patient-level data for

independent researchers. Meanwhile, the COVID-19 vaccines … continue to be marketed as

safe and effective, even though the vaccines do not prevent transmission and adverse

events have been minimized and disregarded …

At today's roundtable the Governor and health experts discussed data covering serious

adverse events. These risks include coagulation disorders, acute cardiac injuries, Bell's

palsy, encephalitis, appendicitis and shingles …

In response, Governor DeSantis has Aled a petition to impanel a statewide grand jury to

investigate crimes and wrongs in Florida related to the COVID-19 vaccines …"

DeSantis is also implementing autopsy surveillance of post-jab sudden deaths, and has established

an independent Public Health Integrity Committee to assess federal health guidance "to ensure that

Florida's public health policies are tailored for Florida's communities and priorities."  As noted by

Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo:

"Health care professionals should always communicate the risks of a medical intervention

to their patients in a manner that is clinically appropriate and meets standards of ethical

practice.

President Biden and Big Pharma have completely prevented that from happening — it is

wrong. With these new actions, we will shed light on the forces that have obscured truthful

communication about the COVID-19 vaccines."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Such a great speech by senator Gerard Rennick, but even better expressed in the 10 minutes video because we can feel his emotions

also. Gerard Rennick is a hero, defending our human rights, exposing the vaccine lies, the manipulation, the corruption, the enormous

harm the vaccines do. Why don't we have hero's like this in our parliaments? Senator Sarah Hanson-Young is the women who

interrupts his speech, mocking the vaccine injured. She is a WEF member. www.weforum.org/.../sarah-hanson-young  * * * Dr. Leana

Wen Now Admits 'Pandemic of the Unvaccinated' Was a Total Lie.

"The CDC, she [Dr. Leana Wen] said, has now determined that 'Vaccinated people who never had COVID were at least three times as

likely to be infected as unvaccinated people with a prior infection." * * * Covid It Wasn't a Lab Leak, it Was Intentional - Why did Bill

Gates invested in Moderna before the pandemic? The answer is to be found in the Covid - Moderna connection that is exposed in this

interesting piece. iceni.substack.com/.../it-wasnt-a-lab-leak-it-was-intentional  * * * More Researchers Worldwide Connecting Covid

Shots To Comas, Brain Damage.

Their peer-reviewed, scienti`c research was published in an issue of “Vaccine,” the o_cial scienti`c journal of the Japanese Society

for Vaccinology. Their `ndings showed that the P`zer COVID shot increases the risk of recipients developing swelling of the brain. In

some cases, the swelling is so severe that it puts patients in a coma.

www.lopmatrix.com/more-researchers-worldwide-connecting-covid-shots-to..
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Yes, brave senators are needed defending freedom and health. Gerard Rennick defends the truth and denounces corruption. As

early as October 2021, Rennick criticized vaccination mandates in a letter to Morrison. He urged Canberra to remove vaccine

mandates and compensation for the other Australian states in his October 29 letter. The lawmaker also called for an "adequate

and adequate" compensation scheme for vaccine injury victims, with immediate payments and no cost threshold. “Many

victims have been unable to work and face economic problems, as well as health problems, as a result of a COVID-19 vaccine

adverse event.

Rennick noted that children should be exempt from all COVID-19 mandates and called for an end to national travel restrictions,

which he called "tyranny." He wrote: "No person in this country should be forced to lose their job because they don't want to get a

COVID vaccine." In addition, Rennick said that people who had an adverse reaction after the `rst dose of the vaccine should be

able to refuse the second.

Not allowing them to do so was a “completely inhumane scenario”,

www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/nov/01/liberal-senator-gerard-..  Police also escorted an Australian lawmaker who

has openly opposed vaccine mandates and other forms of medical tyranny to a quarantine hotel. South Australia (SA) Senator

Alex Antic, who has been forced into a two-week isolation period, called the move “premeditated”.

www.globalresearch.ca/australian-senator-opposes-vaccine-mandate-escor..  .----

www.abc.net.au/news/2021-12-03/sa-alex-antic-taken-to-medihotel-for-qu..  .----
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Some Australians who sustained injuries related to the COVID-19 vaccine are required to receive increased compensation from

their government. That is if they can meet the strict criteria and get lucky. The odds are de`nitely against you. Only 59 of

Australia's 2,987 vaccine injury claimants have so far been compensated, only around two per cent or just two in a hundred who

have complied with the strict documentation requirements. Under the current program administered by Services Australia, an

Australian injured by a COVID-19 injection must `rst prove the injury by presenting a letter signed by a doctor showing a causal

link between the injection and the injury.

There are not many injuries covered by the program; only a few, such as myocarditis, are recognized as vaccine lesions. Once an

injury claim has been approved, the victim can claim medical costs, lost wages, and other expenses (although compensation is

capped at $13,000 individuals, it offers up to $600,000 in compensation for the seriously injured).

americasfrontlinenews.com/post/australia-s-vaccine-injury-compensation..  (10/26/2022)
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Australian Senator Takes Hard Stand Against COVID Jabs
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

In an early-December 2022 Parliamentary speech, Gerard Rennick, senator for Queensland, Australia, reviewed some of the lies told by members of

Parliament and the Department of Health about the COVID jabs

'

By September 2022 Australia had logged more than 10 million COVID-19 cases, even though 20 million of Australia’s total population of 26 million

had received their COVID jabs

'

In 2021, Australia had 8,706 extra deaths above norm, even though New South Wales remained in lockdown for three months, so, in theory, the death

toll should have been lower, not higher

'

Australia has logged 140,000 COVID jab injuries — more than all the injuries reported from vaccines since 1971 — yet the Australian Therapeutic

Goods Administration (TGA) refuses to look at or acknowledge the safety signal. Chief health o_cers also admit not reading key science documents

that detail COVID jab hazards

'

Waning effectiveness is the justi`cation for repeated boosters, but arti`cially ingated antibodies caused by repeated boosters signal to your body

that you’re chronically infected, and the resulting immune response may end up accelerating the development of autoimmune conditions such as

Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple sclerosis

'
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Guillermou the individual states were doing the mandating. Federal employees were exempt from any mandates and according

to the constitution the Feds could not stop the states from enforcing their own. Whether they could have challenged this in

court I don't know. The state I live in had the most heavy handed policing of basically law abiding citizens I have ever seen and

certainly never used against criminals. You couldn't work, socialise or play golf outdoors without the jabs.  Even kids couldn't

play sport or go to graduation functions all mandated by our premier.
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Australia in the way of China and the US. Australia has been working increasingly to implement quasi-social credit scoring and

payment systems. The WinePress reported in September this year that megabanks in the country are set to implement a

national digital ID system for transactions by 2023. Since then , one of these banks offers carbon footprint tracking in the form

of a lukewarm social credit score, some of which are mandatory, while other aspects involve incentives to do things deemed

environmentally friendly, The WP reported. in October. Additionally, The WP reported once again this month that Australia

unveiled its new "MyGov" app that enables digital banking, document management and public and private services, and stores

important information such as a Covid vaccine passport.

The WinePress detailed an upcoming new system for using the internet that would implement what the World Economic Forum

and other stakeholder groups call people's "digital quotient" (DQ): a retroactive score that parallels an IQ test. . ), but monitors

how well users act and behave online: winepressnews.com/2022/09/10/australian-megabanks-support-the-implanta..  (2022 )

winepressnews.com/2022/12/06/australia-launches-new-mygov-app-that-com..  (2022)

winepressnews.com/2021/05/31/the-coming-global-citizen-test-that-will-..
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Hello Pete.Smith: Damn straight. The "lab leak" theory leaks like a sieve. The named disease was an intentional release, and

every variant release since day one has been intentional as well. How can the same diverse "virus" show up in scattered

populations all over the world in a matter of days? IT IS NOT POSSIBLE. Especially when there have been parallel lock downs

and limitations on travel. Are civil populations really stupid enough to believe the "lab leak" meme? >>> Maybe they could look at

historical evidence. > amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/the-complete-history-of-depopulation
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Those two women senators, WOW. They are really too full of themselves.
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Much adoration here for the sound and wit of spoken Oztrailian as delivered by senator Rennick:  "oi mean we ah living in duh

laand awv unicawn fawmuz and the intalectual pygmies".
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More news and published papers each week, many threats are being exposed...however, excess death reports

country-by-country are alarming many more than medical researchers. Here's a recent discussion with English subtitles, from

Germany: "German Parliament VP Calls For Investigation into Covid 'Vaccine' Deaths and Damages | Bild" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../kOmtqpLKxBKv  - its brief, less than 12 minutes of discussion. The false promise of ending the pandemic

by shooting up every arm over the age of 5 is showing just the opposite, many deaths and injuries for socialist govts to bear the

economic, health and welfare costs for years to come...high trailing costs of a eugenics program?
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Was intentional well before 2020 yet was allowed again and again and again. To date, all those known orchestrators of the

agenda are still doing so without the least bit of concern being held accountable. Look at the last few days rise of the NEW

narrative with the CHINA threat coming to the world. They TELL you what they are doing and then do it. Who doesn't believe as

we move into the 1st few weeks of 2023 the FEAR PORN is not gonna sky rocket again along with the return of the great

"casedemic" and push for masking, social distancing and lockdown attempts ,mostly in BLUE states and BLUE run cities.

It's a disgrace really the very same people after 3 years are still in the very same positions having received generous "we the

people" pay raises for what they did with humanity over the past 3 years. Talk about the de`nition of insanity. Not ONE person

has ever truly felt REAL accountability and look what was done to humanity over the past 3 years and intentionally. Rennick

summed it all up very well in Australia...
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I, too, was aghast at the rudeness of some of the audience members. But when I looked up this senator, I found that he has

been targeted for a while, like Dr. Mercola.
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Brodiebrock12 - you and everyone may want watch this presentation by Sasha. Someone posted a link several days ago; `nally

reached the end, outlining a stunning war on humanity: "Intent to Harm - Evidence of the Conspiracy to Commit Mass Murder by

the US DOD, HHS, Pharma Cartel" - - www.bitchute.com/.../8ftbShzrkjl9  - 1 hr 20 min long and focused. Apparently the US govt

started ramping-up massive vaccn production in 2012, well in advance. Many planning and development efforts leading to the

"PUSH to VACCINATE" started around that time...has over 15k views on bitchute, not small change!
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I totally agree with you, Pete. Let’s hope that speech inspires some of our American members of Congress to get off their knees,

and stop bowing down to the pharma lobbyists. Thanks for your frequent informative comments on this site.
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WHY? Because Gates is the right hand man of Satan! He has no interest other than power, money! I feel for those who fell for his

lies.
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I certainly believe, as many others do, that this was all planned...I watched an interview (dated Dec.28) on CHD with the

outspoken Undertaker John O'looney...live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/top-20-show-countdown/num..  she asked

him in the the interview how he `rst got involved and he spoke about back in December 2019 - a family had called him about a

loved one and that the hospital refused to let them view the deceased. He said he would pick up their loved one & they could

view them at the funeral home. He was friendly with the hospital staff having been there many times & asked why they would

not allow them to view. They proceeded to show an ingatable mortuary in the viewing room stating that there was precautions

for what was to come(they didn't mention covid)...this was Dec 2019...before it was known to the public
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I hope Gov. Ron DeSantis invites Senator Rennick to Florida to speak to the grand jury.
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Sarasita, do you really, I mean really, know DeSantis? If you loathe the majority of politicians, I am wondering which ones you

don't loathe. That would be very revealing.
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"Lee", "...I am wondering which ones you don't loathe. That would be very revealing." Holy moly, I hope it's not this guy:

abc7ny.com/.../12617482
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Great idea! Maybe we should suggest this to him?
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Lee1959, my name is Sarita Sarah. Unsure what your end goal is, but I’m not going to argue about politics with you. It’s clear we

have different views. Let’s leave it there.
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As reports trickle in from various parts of the world and as Big Pharma o_cials get interviewed and admit so many of early concerns,

revelations were true and as such just as here a violation of not only the laws but our values. So, what is the deal? Even if in the States

Big Pharma enjoys no liability status - Does That Hold in Other Countries? Are there other countries who will not stand for what has

happened and stand up for all our societies, countries, to the injustice of those injured throughout the world by this toxic jab, to

worldwide jab campaign showing itself early on having little to nothing to do with preventing something ginned up to create cases,

little to no symptoms in the majority of the populations of the world, a seasonal snotty nose or a run of undesirable bad day for most

other than those with preventable preexisting conditions, and deadly to mostly those of advanced age and the largest numbers of

those dying were above the average age of life expectancy?

Are there still places beyond or reduced inguence of Big Pharma who can put it all out on display and prosecute those who practiced

premediated Murder? If so, would this break the logger jam of WEF/Global Monopoly Big Pharma/Gates/ Fraudci's & others wall of

protection?
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Unfortunately, JUST, BigPharma has very long and powerful tentacles and although in some countries such as Australia,

Denmark and the United Kingdom positive measures are imposed. Denmark will ban people under the age of 50 from receiving

the COVID vaccine. In July 2022, children and adolescents under the age of 18 were no longer able to receive the `rst injection

of the COVID vaccine, and after September 1, 2022, they were no longer able to receive the second injection. The Danish Health

Authority has yet to de`ne those groups, but they will likely include only a handful of people, such as those receiving cancer

treatments that suppress their immune systems.

It is unlikely that pregnant women will be included.

www.globalresearch.ca/denmark-bars-covid-vaccines-almost-everyone-unde..  (09/16/2022) RE-POST: AUSTRALIA BANNING

THE COVID GENE INJECTION VACCINE IN AUSTRALIANS UNDER 30 YEARS OF AGE AND IT IS DEEMED NOW TO BE TOO

DANGEROUS AS CAUSING HEART INFLAMMATION AND SERIOUS RISKS OF DEATH

palexander.substack.com/p/re-post-australia-banning-the-covid?utm_sour..  (11/23/2022) As US government o_cials continue

to put pressure on young children and even babies, British authorities now feel there is little to no risk of children catching

Covid.

According to the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA), the government's policy of giving covid injections to children aged 5-11

was "only intended to be temporary". "This unique program applies to people aged 5-11, including those who turn `ve before the

end of August 2022," reads the UKHSA "Green Book", which contains information on throwing the jab for use public. healthcare

professionals. newspunch.com/uk-government-bans-covid-jabs-for-children-under-twelve/  (09/13/2022)
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Despite these advances malign government policies are widespread and surprisingly consistent in every country in the world.

All governments lie, cover up, mistreat the wounded, persecute dissidents, whistleblowers, especially when they are

professionals, like me; professionals like permanent doctors who are speaking out against these measures and there is

de`nitely a massive collusion with the media, which is all involved in an informational and propaganda war. And above all,

perverse `nancing.

So the gow of money is tremendous and everything is funding this crime, funding doctors, nurses, vaccinators, university

administrations, employers, government o_cials, funding them all to continue to commit this crime. “The entire “Vaccine

Development and Approval” narrative has been stage art to mislead the public. There is no development or approval for these

vaccines because they are not pharmaceuticals, they are not vaccines, they are Countermeasures under the US, under a Public

Health Emergency.

They are not subject to any pharmaceutical regulation.” The FDA is not removing US products from the market or stopping the

"vaccination" campaign because Health and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra and FDA Commissioner Robert Califf are

running the US government's bioterrorism program. US Garland, Department of Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro

Majorkas, P`zer CEO Albert Bourla, Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel, and World Health Organization CEO Tedros Adhanom

Ghebreyesus.
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To review the latest key legislation, Katherine Watt has done extensive research and posted on her Substack. It is an

encyclopedia of legal references, meticulously researched for years, describing how the structure was established and what it

entails. Use of EUA-covered medical countermeasures (MCM) products, including masks, PCR tests, mRNA and DNA injections,

and other drugs, devices, and biologics, once designated as such by the Secretary of Health and Human Services." shall not be

considered to constitute clinical investigation.” The legal implications derived from the link

bailiwicknews.substack.com/.../covid-19-injectable-bioweapons-as  (06/07/2022)
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Most unfortunate Gui, if one thing has been revealed it is how Big Pharma Watchdogs have been captured and used to control

those once Heros get turned into zeros at the drop of a hat. How our local doctors, nurses & health professionals can be

crippled, damaged, destroyed by shutting down either funding or various other tactics. When so many have everything on the

line can be jeopardized at an individual level and the way things have come down in the last three years, for an individual it has

been an unreality to consider `ghting back. However, especially after all we have seen, & many of these people have seen and

now know up close and personal just what is what, it is what they can do as a group, to be able to expose it all, correct it.

It will never happen from the top down; such things usually happen from the bottom up when things become to horrible to

ignore. Pretty hard to ignore at this point, it's the ability to work together is their/our challenge. No doubt there are huge
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ignore. Pretty hard to ignore at this point, it's the ability to work together is their/our challenge. No doubt there are huge

numbers of those who are losing the fear of personal loss and realize the bigger picture of larger loss to all.
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“The vaccine was not brought in for COVID. COVID was brought in for the vaccine. Once you realize that, everything else makes

sense.” ~ Dr. Reiner Fuellmich - - - Elon Spanks Dem Congressman For Lying About COVID On Twitter www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes, Just, the hope that Elon Musk drives the helm towards freedom of expression. Some precedents are positive. When asked

about awakening culture, Musk accused the perpetrators of him of striving for a colorless and humorless society, reminiscent of

the culture of authoritarian regimes in countries like Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. “At its heart, wokeness is divisive,

exclusionary, and hateful,” Musk said of the authoritarian ideology. “Basically, it gives mean people a shield to be evil and cruel.

Armored in false virtue.“ Musk also said he "isn't kinky enough" to work at CNN, referring to a spate of pedophilia and sex crimes

scandals involving producers and employees of the fake news network.

He also warned that depopulation, not overpopulation, will be the biggest crisis facing humanity and that "civilization will

collapse" if birth rates in the West continue to decline rapidly. Musk has also previously criticized the concept of mandatory

vaccination schedules, saying: "This is not something we should be doing in the United States."

bigleaguepolitics.com/elon-musk-slams-hateful-wokeness-as-shield-for-e..  (12/22/2021)

www.infowars.com/posts/elon-musk-says-wokeness-is-one-of-the-biggest-t..  (12/22/2022)
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A sizable portion of Twitter's user base are propagandists promoting psyops, or "psyops," according to Elon Musk, the new head

of the Twitter empire. Musk clari`ed that most of these psyops appear to be "mid-level" rather than professional, adding that

"they are mostly basic." A psychological operation, in a nutshell, is an operation usually led by state actors, such as the military,

that aims to spread propaganda for the purpose of psychological warfare and the manipulation of a target's thoughts or beliefs.

It is understood that there are many alphabetic agencies infesting Twitter and spreading lies and deceit like normal people. The

company also said it would launch the Twitter Moderation Research Consortium (TMRC), a program that allows outside

researchers to access Twitter data to study trends and governance issues on the platform.

www.theepochtimes.com/twitter-suffers-from-ridiculous-number-of-psy-op..  (11/28/2022)
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WHITE HOUSE FLIPS OUT AFTER MUSK SAYS FAUCI-FUNDED RESEARCH “KILLED MILLIONS” Fauci indeed funded

gain-of-function research offshoring it to Wuhan, China after the Obama administration banned it in 2014. What’s more, House

Republicans think he may have been involved in a cover-up. “We write to request a transcribed interview of Dr. Anthony Fauci,

Director, U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). Excerpts of emails we are making public today (see

enclosed Appendix I) reveal that Dr. Fauci was warned of two things: (1) the potential that COVID-19 leaked from the Wuhan

Institute Virology (WIV) and (2) the possibility that the virus was intentionally genetically manipulated.

It is imperative we investigate if this information was conveyed to the rest of the government and whether this information

would have changed the U.S. response to the pandemic,” reads a January, 2022 letter from Reps. James Comer and Jim Jordan

to HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra. www.globalresearch.ca/white-house-gips-out-after-musk-says-fauci-fund..  (12/16/2022)
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PHARMA'S BEEN SCAMMING THE WORLD FOR 40 YEARS—SARS-COV-2 INJECTIONS THE ULTIMATE SCAM. They seduced the

world with 'science' Pharma took the anti-science approach, choosing to study the enormously complex interactions within the

human body. And it so happened that hardly a minute goes by without an image of a human cell, an antibody, an antigen, a spike

protein, or some other biological component of the human body appearing in the media. The conclusion I came to is that

everything is a scam. In reality, it's all part of the smoke and mirrors that keep doctors and patients in the dark. They have

managed to convince the world that it is possible to develop a new drug and scale it to massive quantities in just 9 months. This

ultimately resulted in the SARS-CoV-2 injection scam, desperate to return the blockbuster revenue to its greedy investors.

hedleyrees.substack.com/p/pharmas-been-scamming-the-world-for?utm_sour..  (12/28/2022)
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Steve, Gui, instead of worrying about prosecution, it may be time to worry about supply chain breaks and the Chinese New Year,

at the end of January. If this article portends anything, the Chinese exodus that occurs around New Years celebrations may

bring us a new viral load that no one has adequately anticipated. Here's a link under one of Gui's links: "US To Require Negative

COVID Tests After "Extremely Irresponsible" China Reopens Borders" - -

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/extremely-irresponsible-china-reopens-borde..  - - Chinese New Year 2023 falls on Sunday,

January 22nd, 2023, and celebrations culminate with the Lantern Festival on February 5th, 2023. The Big Question is: Will we

see a repeat of Chinese travellers performance spreading illness wherever they go?
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Maybe start a massive prayer for this to come to pass? I think this might b the best way to get it done.
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Yes Dordee, Father and maker of all, you adorn the entire creation, with splendor and beauty, and you shape human lives, in your

image and likeness. Awake in every heart, reverence for the work of your hands, and renew among your people, the will to feed

and sustain, your precious gift of life.
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EVERYONE SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE WORK OF SASHA LATYPOVA AND KATHERINE WATTS, REVEALING THAT THE DOD IS

THE TRUE MANUFACTURER AND CONTROLLER OF THE MRNA PRODUCTS. Meryl Nass Pharma companies were actually small

subcontractors carrying out their paymaster DOD's instructions

merylnass.substack.com/p/everyone-should-be-aware-of-the-work?utm_sour..  (12/29/2022)
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Hi All, interesting posts. I agree, we can do so much with prayer AND I am all in with Gui’s beautiful prayer and calling to God..

Thank you God and Amen!
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rrealrose actually agreed. A foundation to lead to sanity is a focus on building supplies and supply chains Locally, regionally. If

not mention in each and every post this is just part of an unspoken message mostly because some posts are focused on a

temporary narrow subject.
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Senator Gerard Rennick is a "candle in the wind" - hopefully he has enough light to start a bush`re of truth. Apart from defending the

jab injured he also speaks out against the WEF and Klaus Schwab and digital money.  It only takes one. Meanwhile former President of

the Australian Medical Association Dr Kerryn Phelps has come out and revealed the serious vaccine injuries sustained by her partner

and herself. She is calling for recognition of those people who are having adverse jab injuries and has put a submission to Parliament

regarding the silencing of doctors by their licensing board. www.youtube.com/watch  It's a little too late but the narrative is slowly

unravelling. Dr Chris Martin of "Peak Prosperity" is also apparently about to reveal more corruption and depravity of the Therapeutic

Goods Association in Australia that approved the jabs (funded 95% by the pharmaceutical industry). Drip Drip Drip!
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Yes, TheOrage needs more brave men where freedom of expression exposes the genocide of biological weapons against C-19.

What happened to Dr. Kerryn Phelps and her partner can support the `ght against corruption. DEATH SHOT: AUSTRALIAN

DOCTOR AND PARLIAMENT REVEALS THAT SHE HAS BEEN SUFFERING FROM THE COVID VACCINE. OTHER DOCTORS ARE

BEING CENSORED “We did a lot of homework before having the vaccine, particularly about choice of vaccine at the time. In

asking about adverse side effects, we were told that the worst thing that could happen would be anaphylaxis’ and that severe

reactions such as myocarditis and pericarditis were rare.'” Former Member of Parliament (MP) in Australia, Dr. Kerryn Phelps,

recently revealed that she and her wife have been suffering ongoing adverse reactions caused by the Covid-19 vaccines, and

that many other doctors who are trying to speak out about it are getting censored.

Regulators of the medical profession have censored public discussion about adverse events following immunisation, with

threats to doctors not to make any public statements about anything that might undermine the government’s vaccine rollout’ or

risk suspension or loss of their registration. winepressnews.com/2022/12/23/death-shot-australian-doctor-and-parliame..

 (12/23/2022)
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Phelps may have felt silenced but she was in a better position than most due to parliamentary privilege and her status.  Doctors

are not allowed to denigrate or publicly question the vax. There was no requirement for them to promote it. She was still touting

for it publicly, calling for masks and worst of all encouraging people to get their children vaccinated all whilst she and her

partner were injured.  She is now turning to put herself on the right side of history as she know its about to hit the fan. Well we

have a memory Kerryn and boy did you play your part in the propaganda even when you knew different.  If critical thinking lay

people could work it out I'm sure she did too.
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Hi Gui, I must admit I'm surprised she actually took the jab. Just goes to show that not all are malevolent - just brainwashed and

misguided. I hate to say it but the more high pro`le doctors affected and the more politicians and their families that are affected

the quicker this nightmare will end. Now that the Twitter Files are being released and we can see that the FBI and CIA have

repressed the opinions of highly quali`ed doctors who went against the sick narrative. Surely someone can `nd out who those

individuals were in the FBI that were responsible and bring them to justice.
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Yes, the CIA and the FBI are at the top of the `ght against free speech. Retired agent Jeffrey Prather noted that the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) are trying to shape the narrative through inguence

operations and psychological operations. Prather explained that the two agencies "specialize in lying and psychological

operations." And he added: “That's why I say the CIA doesn't collect intelligence, it collects people. And the FBI doesn't solve

crimes, they handle them for their bene`t." The FBI serves as a front for the CIA and acts as such, while the former poses as a

foreign counterintelligence agency. www.brighteon.com/9dece120-0056-4c5a-b4ad-c6a22857f032
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You are right, TheOrage, the more high-pro`le people of any stripe who are jab-injured the better. I don't hate to say it. Without

such damage, the truth will never come out, and the power of those behind this travesty will only grow. I have little sympathy for

jab-injured who took it voluntary and have enough native intelligence to have `gured this out from the beginning, as millions of

us had NO PROBLEM doing. They trusted the politicians, public health o_cials, and pharma? Jesus, what world have they been

living in? Beyond that there were tons of speci`c clues, no need to rehash them here, we all know them. It could not have been

more obvious
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It is sad that we can only learn news about our own country from the sources like Dr Mercola's. There has been no mentioning about

this speech in Australian SMS, nor about vaccine injuries, or anything negative about sacred Covid vaccines ever in this backwards

country.
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Yes, that's true but adding in naturalnews.com, getting off MSM, and reading some speci`c books might have helped since I

knew something was coming as early as 1980s - 2004 but didn't know exactly what or when, as I started taking nutrition

courses and researching the subjects. After how Fraudci and "Mrs." It treated HIV in the mid 1980s. I also realized that they

would stop at nothing to "murder" all but 500 million. Kissinger mentioned this when he was in Nixon's cabinet. I also read

Murder by Injection: The Story of the Medical Conspiracy against America by Eustace Mullins, many books by G. Edward Gri_n

and Fit for Life by Harvey and Marilyn Diamond in the early 1980s and is still a great book to read or even reread. Of course,

none of these will tell the whole nasty story but gathering enough crumbs will show you a good path on which to follow. Then

there is vitamin C since it works on all diseases.
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That's interesting. The only truth we can get in the United States is from Sky News in Australia.
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If you can subscribe to sites like The Epoch Times or RFK Jr's site The Children's Defense Fund / The Defender you will learn

alot about these topics which they extensively research.
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ttn7292, the silver lining is when the MSM suppresses such news, it means more of those who rely strictly on the MSM will be

further damaged. The more damage, the more likely we'll see a reckoning, and the more severe it will be. And the most

damaged will be their sycophants, not those who can think for themselves. Also, the more complete the collapse of faith in the

MSM, politicians, corporate leadership, brainless celebrities, and all those who cheerleaded the destruction will be.
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Oh Baloney!! Lets cry crocodile tears for corporate mainstream media that's taken Gates Foundation pay-off? As noted, many of

their news reporters - teleprompter readers have been vaxxed, we know what that may mean going forward. The Epoch Times,

as one example, has been keeping up with covid news as best it can. Jump on for a free trial period as many "covered up" topics

are being unearthed and investigated.
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brodiebrock12
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theepochtimes.com is a great resource people for those of you not aware of it. Often redundant in information we all are aware

of, but all in all very a good media with minimal corruption if any. They have great lifestyle and mind and body sections outside

the excellent political world trends sections.
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Spread the word to everyone you know!
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Another wonderful site is Catherine Austin Fitts': solari.com. I `rst heard Senator Rennick's excellent rant when it was

recommended (during an interview with Polly Tommey of Children's Health Defense) by Catherine Austin Fitts. Senator Rennick

was Solari.com's Dec 19, 2022, 'Hero of the week.' He's the real deal!!
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I wonder if the fact that the private Australian and Chinese citizens have no guns has anything to do with the severeness of

government tyranny and control.
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"When governments fear the people, there is liberty. When the people fear the government, there is tyranny." attributed to

Thomas Jefferson  (The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect

themselves against tyranny in government.)
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Yes, BRIAN, it may be a fundamental reason why the Great Reset demands a total submission to power. The images from

Australia show how the nation has quickly become a totalitarian police state straight out of a dystopian novel. A video shows a

man traveling through Fair`eld, a suburb of Sydney, when he is pulled over by police for not wearing a face mask while he is

driving alone in his own car! "Now it's full of military," the man said of Fair`eld as sirens wailed in the background. An o_cer who

arrested the man told him: "All we ask is that you put on your mask." “Now you need to show me his medical exemption,” the

police o_cer demanded. After providing the waiver of him, the man `lming told the camera, "Welcome to the police state" and

let the cop know that he was "wasting police resources" before going on his way.

www.infowars.com/posts/these-videos-prove-australia-is-a-tyrannical-po..  .-----
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CDC claims it has authority to use police to do everything you see going on in Australia; and Congress agree. Everything that the

governments of Australia, Israel and Canada are doing in terms of using force to brutally crush all resistance to their draconian

mandates and restrictions are things that the current regime in Washington not only wants to do, but claims it has the authority

to do. legal to do so. Biden's people admit they have been in talks about shutting down interstate travel to the unvaccinated and

banning them from air travel. In the new Amerika, these are “privileges”, we are told, not rights.

Australia, Canada and Israel are the models for the Great Reset, a system designed to tag, track and monitor the behavior of

every human being as if they were a unit of livestock. This global reset demands your full obedience. As Biden loves to remind

us with his “build back better” mantra, he and his people are fully on board with the Great Reset, as laid out by the World

Economic Forum and now being implemented in Australia, Israel, Germany, Canada and others. before free countries.

leohohmann.com/2021/09/27/cdc-claims-it-has-authority-to-use-police-to..  congress-agrees/
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As we enter 2023, nothing is built, nothing is back, nothing is better.
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The Chinese never really had a chance, they've never had any rights. The Australians showed their true colors by voluntarily

bowing down to their masters. What a disgusting populace. Canada has shown themselves to be no better. The U.S. is either

there as well or nearly so.
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Brian don't despair there's still hope, 2 more years left to "build back better"..I guess something has to break before you can

build it back better, reverse engineer it perhaps...Just it won't be in the US..
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YEP! This is exactly why the WHO and the WEF hold all their meetings in countries that have no guns. It's why all these so called

"Climate Activist" gy private jets and they meet only in gun free zones. However, it's very easy to make a belt with a one-way

latch that has to be cut off. It can be used as a noose. I've made them and used them as snares (it works like a

permanent/single-use wire tie). Since there are no knives allowed on airplanes, it would be impossible for anyone to save the

person that had this around their neck. This is another case where the laws they passed to make gying/traveling safer just

made it easier for the criminal to kill you. When you are a criminal like Bill Gates or Fauci you have a target on your back and you

can't even carry a weapon into an airport or plane to protect yourself. So all of these so called "Young New World Leaders" gy

private jets.
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"...no guns has anything to do with the severeness of government tyranny and control." That may be a rhetorical question, but I'll

answer it anyway..."You betcha!"
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Grulla I hear the army had traded in their boots and guns for lipstick, high heels and Louis Vuitton hand bags lol.. Your thoughts

mon ami
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Everyone I know has guns and heaven help anyone trying to take them.
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Just remember, the 2nd Amendment is NOTHING without manufacturing companies making guns and ammo for public

consumption. The Dems are attacking our rights to own and use `rearms by putting more pressure on manufacturing.

Everything from EPA to OSHA regulations, the Dems are using every tool they have to shut down the manufacturing of guns and

ammo. They are even trying to pass laws allowing victims of gun related violence to SUE the manufacturers! Of course, Hillary

Clinton is the brainchild of that. They won't stop until Americans can no longer purchase guns and ammo. This is why everyone

should stock up while you still can. Invest in reloading equipment. Learn gunsmithing and buy the tools/machines needed to do

precision machine work. Then make your own ammo! You won't regret it. You will soon be a person who's skill-sets will be in

high demand!
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Sacre bleu!!! "seggy", it seems that you are referring to your Truedau's Canadian Army...ehhh???
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Yesterday, the New York Times published an op-ed from a woman who used 1200 words to trash us anti-vaxxers. An equal number of

comments revealed something I’ve not seen before in these articles. Defensivenesses. If the vaxxed really had the conviction we do,

they wouldn’t feel compelled to continue the narrative we’re all Trump supporters with low IQs. I no longer feel the need to try and

convince people that this jab is both dangerous and intended to seriously harm people. I see the chasm between their thinking and

ours, and it’s too wide for me to cross. It is up to them to check their hubris and see why no unvaxxed person regrets their decision,

while many vaxxed people I know have started admitting they regret their decision.
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Yes, Sarah, anti-vaxxer arrogance collapses with these deaths of media actors. Media Continues To Attribute Everyday Tasks As

Causes For Sudden Heart Attacks, But Refuses To Blame The Covid Vaccines. If you take what the international and

mainstream media say with a grain of salt, you probably think that people are dying suddenly left and right, due to ordinary,

mundane, everyday tasks, due to seemingly unforeseen heart attacks and strokes.

winepressnews.com/2022/12/19/death-shot-media-continues-to-attribute-e..  the-covid-vaccines/ Also: ABC News executive

producer dies 'suddenly' of heart attack twitter.com/.../1606832156176961537
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Gui, precisely!  I follow Mark David Crispin who keeps a diary of those who’ve died suddenly. It’s rather overwhelming, but just

scratching the surface od what’s to come. Soon that ABC News exec producer will be our next-door neighbor, our in-law and our

friend.
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If you are not a Trump supporter, are you a Biden supporter? Just who would you support, or do you even live in the U.S? My

husband is a microbiologist. His IQ is in the mensa range. He refused the vaccine and lost a mega paying job at his last

company for refusing the vaccine. Women like the anti-vaxx trasher have nothing better to do. They think they are better and

refuse to pick up a broom and sweep their own house or load their dishes into the dishwasher or make their own bed. They just

want their lights to shine (temporarily) and they are fame hungry. She is foolish and stupid. She can make fun of us all the live

long day, but in the end she will . . . well, you know. And why bother to reply to someone like that. Better to be silent and ignore

the woman.
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The tide is turning? Jane Ruby recently interviewed Dr T (tenpenny) where she describes a tidal wave of deaths after the `rst of

the year. We may have seen only an advance group. You may want to listen to this, (although not going anywhere near that Dr

Malone lawsuit hanging over Stew Peters and Dr. Jane Ruby.) Here's a link: "The WORST Is Yet To Come" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../la5gnKdUULcn  - an entire 1-hr show segment.
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I hear yah SaritaSarah! I've started telling these people to triple mask and go get every vaccine known to man!
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Hi All, Someone penning such anti - anti - vaxx trash-talk really shows themselves as Loyal Subjects to their King - the

Anti-Healthy Life Tyrant. We truly are the Wave of Resistance and thankfully we don’t need any of their mysterious sudden

deaths to de`ne us. Let freedom ring!!  God Bless
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Dear Luvvvy, very well expressed: “WE TRULY ARE THE WAVE OF RESISTANCE AND THANKFULLY WE DON’T NEED ANY OF

THEIR MYSTERIOUS SUDDEN DEATHS TO DEFINE US. LET FREEDOM RING!.---- Free will is understood as the ability to choose

between different alternatives that are offered to us or create new ones. No one or no law of nature can in principle twist our

will. We must consider our ability to make decisions with responsibility, dignity, ethics and self-control. The limits of human

freedom are broken with imposition, social and political control and the weakness of the will in psychology.

With repression, propaganda and fear. The Australian Vaccination-risks Network is also available. It is our job to help you

protect your right to make an informed choice. We do this by: -providing buddies (support people) to come with you to doctor’s

appointments etc so that you don’t get bullied into vaccinating against your will, -providing you a place to record vaccine

reactions and advice on how to lodge them with the TGA, -providing support and information for the families of the vaccine

injured, -lobbying politicians in Canberra, -appearing in government inquiries, -representing your voice in the media, -keeping
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injured, -lobbying politicians in Canberra, -appearing in government inquiries, -representing your voice in the media, -keeping

you informed via this website and social media, -providing a regular newsletter, -linking you in with support groups, information

and seminars, talks and community screenings. -networking and working with national and international vaccine choice

organisations to enable us to work together as a united movement. avn.org.au/.../why-the-avn
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Luvvvy
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Thank you Gui, this is a great info and link. We need to stand together for the Freedom of Informed Choice. Everyone worldwide,

must be supported and respected in their choices. We need to keep repeating the mantra, “Freedom to Refuse for all”. “Freedom

to Refuse for all”. “Freedom to Refuse for all”. “Freedom to Refuse for all”. “Freedom to Refuse for all”. . .
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Lee1959, Our political views aside, we agree on the bioweapon, otherwise we both wouldn’t have met under the circumstances

we have. My comment about Trump supporters having low IQs wasn’t from me. They were the words of the person who wrote

the op-ed. There’s no reason to justify your husband’s or your IQs to me. I am not calling them into question. Please reread my

comment. If you’re going to attack me each time I comment, you won’t get your wish. I won’t argue with you. Let’s let it go. There

are far bigger issues going on here. As you stated yourself, your husband lost his job for refusing to take the jab.

That’s a far bigger issue than which candidate I support (assuming I support any political party) or what country I was raised in

or where I currently live.. People are dying from a jab and yet it’s clear the makers, governed by the global wilier, have zero

intention on recalling it but instead are behind closed doors trying to ramp things up. Let’s focus on the messed up position the

entire world is in. This isn’t about country of origin or Republican vs. Democrat. This is about evil people who are hellbent on

global destruction. Cool?
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jamNjim! Good one. The irony is that I do double mask when I’m outside my home. Not because of the virus, but because of the

jab. I get lightheaded when I’m in the presence of vaxxed people. I avoid them like the plague, no pun.
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Luvvvy, agreed, although I have a different theory. With the recent documentary, Died Suddenly, along with numerous accounts

of people dying suddenly, having blood clots and heart attacks, even the most ardent vaxxer has to be scratching their heads

wondering what they did to themselves. I think that op-ed was nothing more than a rallying of the troops, which they got. But I

think those comments were more about convincing themselves and getting attaboys than anything else. Dr. Mercola and many

others are risking their lives and careers to keep us as up to date as possible.

They’re providing valuable information for us to keep us safe. We are secure in our beliefs that we made the right decision, so

there’s no debate. These Covidians are starting to question, so they need each other to remind them of why they injecting this

poison into their bodies. They need reassurance and no better way to get it than being part of 1100 comments proving they did

the right thing. We don’t need proof. We know we did the right thing.
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A Wonderful speech from one brave Australian politician
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God bless and watch over him!
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How sad that, as an Australian, I have to go to Joe Mercola's American website to hear what an Australian Senator said about mRNA

fraud in my own country. How did this once-thought-impossible situation come about? Because American media baron Rupert

Murdoch controls all public media in Australia and if I kick up about this betrayal, I can be arrested and imprisoned in the US, where I

have never even been because the area in which I live is controlled by the US military. The Australian military and government also are

controlled by the Pentagon and White House.

This is what most Americans actually believe is "defending freedom and democracy around the world". If I publish this truth, I may be

imprisoned along with Julian Assange, whose only crime was relaying evidence of war crimes against civilians by the US military.

Please, Americans, wake up your neighbours before global blowback begins and you `nd yourselves at global war, with no friends in

the world, and all your military capacity wasted in Afghanistan and dissipated in Ukraine.
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Oh, Tony, we are a-trying! But when you are dealing with mass formation psychosis, it is almost impossible. The pro jab people,

well, this is a religion on their part. And it is nigh impossible to get anyone to "change" their religion, including myself. I made up

my mind long ago about who and what to believe in.  You are not going to get me to second guess what I have believed my

whole life anymore than you are going to get the jabbers to drop their "faux" religion. It's a club!
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We are trying. Maybe if more Americans hear from more people like you it might help them to see the light.
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Good Lord, just pause this video on 7:50 mark and take a good and close look at pile of stinky strait waking turd named Senator

Larissa Joy Waters. Look at the way she is sitting and rolling her stupid head on a back of soft chair pretending to be bored. It is as if

she were at some kind freaking party at her friend's place listing to tedious story. It shows total disrespect to human dignity and life.

This scumbag Senator Larissa Joy Waters is a perfect example of how all the government o_cials around the world value your life.

They kill or severely impair or disable people with death shots and then later when being told about what has happened to those

people, they just sit in a way this skank Larissa Joy Waters is sitting on video and laugh. DO you really want to forgive them and

believe that they didn't know what they were doing? Australians should really consider decorating a lamppost outside that parliament

with this scum.
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People like Waters and Hanson Young get voted in because they are 'cool' and are of the right gender and are going to save the

planet. They do nothing but divide but the twitterers and even our education system and media encourage this shallowness and

spite by calling it compassion and saving lives. I doubt she has even had the jab herself as I doubt our dear premier who

mandated it even for teenagers himself has had it. But still it worked. Despite his horrendous overreach, lockdowns, no jab no

job, using the police force as his brown shirts he got voted back in, air pumped his `st and declared the vaccines work.
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Everyone should watch the movie The Real Anthony Fauci made from the book by RF Kennedy Jr. Exposing Big Tech. Big Pharma and

Big Government. It's not about our health- it's all about the MONEY and CONTROL! Therealanthonyfaucimovie.com. On another note: I

`nd it appalling how Dr Mercola has been censored, deplatformed and vili`ed over the last few years. What happened to Free Speech?
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It's standard operating procedure for most politicians to never know what the heck they are doing to destroy their countries and

humanity. They pass 5,000 page bills without reading a single sentence. It's like they are on guide control, brain dead and only answer

to the scummy leftists or WEF. Who says we need governments anymore? They have become beyond USELESS! Doing far more harm

than good.
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And that's exactly why they occupy those cushy positions..Obedient Puppets...
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Bravo, Senator Rennick! It’s one thing that those of us who questioned this bioweapon since its initial rollout. It’s quite another when

someone believed in it who’s now come to his senses. Bravo!
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Yes, even the doctors. COVID VACCINE HESITANCY WIDESPREAD, EVEN AMONG MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS. Researchers

from the University of California Los Angeles' Karin Fielding School of Public Health surveyed healthcare personnel working in

the Los Angeles metropolitan area. As the Washington Post reported, they found that two thirds (66.5%) of healthcare workers

“intend to delay vaccination,” meaning they do not intend to get the COVID vaccine when it becomes available. They plan instead

on reviewing the data once it's widely administered and proven safe.

The WHO, which named “vaccine hesitancy” as the top global public health threat. Cass Sunstein, the chairman of WHO’s

Technical Advisory Group on Behavioral Insights, recently wrote in Bloomberg in which he promoted the use of popular

celebrities, athletes and actors as tools for vaccine persuasion against those who “lack vaccine con`dence.” More information

in the link: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-hesitancy-widespread..
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, this is wonderful. As I said in my New Dawn article, I’m shocked when covidians wake up from their deep sleep. It’s starting

to happen.  All we can do is be here when they do. They’ve injected poison into their bodies. It’s affecting more people each day.

Soon our loved ones will have their come-to-Jesus moments and we must be compassionate.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How telling that no one disagrees with Rennick on substance; they just call him names and want him to shut up. Malicious truths tend

to have that effect on people who are wrong, know they're wrong, but stubbornly cling to being wrong anyway. Imagine the lives that

could have been saved with even the slightest bit of humility among the people who equated science with religion.  Imagine if just a

couple of them had said, "the evidence has changed and my previous position is now untenable." But, no; you'll never get that from

these houses of hubris masquerading as law-making bodies that too often exempt themselves from the rules they push on the rest of

us.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Wareagle, yes, they sounded like petulant grade schoolers. It’s lonely being the one who sees the truth.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To admit they were wrong, believed the lies is too great a blow to their egos, pride and vanity. God will judge them even when

man fails to do so.
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GoldenOldieUK
Joined On 7/7/2020 3:09:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My son and his partner are both doctors in Australia. They had to have COVID vaccinations in order to continue to work. Same

happened in the UK to health workers. Now they are denying parents the right to choose blood from un-vaccinated donors for their

children!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden will give you a free cell phone, healthcare, green card, bus ride, and monthly income to just come across our southern

border. You'll even get a free motel room. Just say you are seeking asylum.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi TonyRyan yep, you're probably right on that one. Or, perhaps they do report it but it gets swept under the carpet. It's really incredible,

isn't it? The Bystander Effect also comes to mind here.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted this on Facebook and it disappeared immediately of course, but I had taken a video of the speech previously and it stayed up

with no ID markers. But, the fact that the powers-that-be rush in to stige news of injuries and deaths I think shows shows how
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with no ID markers. But, the fact that the powers-that-be rush in to stige news of injuries and deaths I think shows shows how

vulnerable they are.
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Ron Johnson is Wisconsin not Minn. We in Minn could only hope he was our senator.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn't that be woooonnnnnderful! We have a foot in both states. But our primary home is good ole MN. I wish we could move

. . . You know the score.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to love Sen. Johnson! He's the last of his kind. What I `nd MIND BLOWING is that he won by only 1%!! WTH is wrong

with the voters in Wisconsin?? PLEASE come to Tennessee Sen Ron Johnson!! You will win here by 99%!
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Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it the voters, the counters including the machines or the entity in charge?? They are the judge, jury, executioner and

undertaker...Either ways you're screwed..You can vote all you like, but you can never win... https://youtu.be/l2arV-V82LQ
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smilingbug
Joined On 10/29/2022 6:29:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sorry to burst the bubble re comments from paleaxander substack post by Gui - I can't `nd any Aussie reference to removing covid

shots for any age group above 6 years old. This is what I have found today

www.health.gov.au/news/response-to-atagi-advice-about-vaccinating-5-to..  which basically says "go for it -jabs are recommended for

EVERYONE they are so safe and effective" (sorry about letting my sarcasm slip through there). Yes, I'm local (Melbourne) & jabs

(minimum 3) are still mandated for aged care, health, disability support & emergency services workers and VOLUNTEERS!!

A large part of Australia is covered by volunteer `re`ghter services who are not allowed to attend any `re station or turn out

(emergency response) to anything if not triple jabbed. There may be talking heads but it is not policy. ATAGI rules the roost here. You

can't even get a jab exemption except a temporary one after testing positive to covid - doctors can be deregistered and even `ned for

issuing exemptions.

Now it has gone further - exemptions are centrally registered so can be disallowed if they don't `t the criteria (eg. had an anaphylactic

reaction to an ingredient in EACH individual jab). Even affected by major medical condition with contra-indications by treating

specialist is not accepted jabs are so "safe and effective". Some States are slowly loosening mandates one profession at a time, but

no change down in Victoria :( . Don't hold your breath - same Premier just got re-elected for another 4 years ... :P
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Nat
Joined On 11/10/2006 9:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are, in fact, several politicians in Australia that have attempted to bring the folly of the past three years to light. The end result,

however, is that nothing changes. No one has been or is being held accountable. Perpetrators of the hideous decisions have, in some

cases, walked away into obscurity, in the hope that they will avoid any of the eventual backlash. Others are still in positions of power

and seemingly untouchable, even though they have caused so much misery and death. Many of us live in the hope that there will be a

day of reckoning but, at the moment, Australia seems, like many other countries, to have a legal system but no justice.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nat this not about only about Australia, this is a giant GLOBAL heist..The heart is willing but the gesh is weak.. Without the holy

spirit were toast... I can hear loud laughter like when Noah was building the ark. it ceased when the good starting rising..
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JGW1950
Joined On 10/27/2022 3:03:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you see the people in the audience smirking and rolling their eyes? What a shame. That man makes so much sense and is talking

about such a disaster, and then they quibble around details.
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could do the same as the audience did in smirking and rolling their eyes. . . . . Individuals demeaned, disparaged and

castigated me for rejecting the jab based on excellent information I received, I thank God that He directed me years ago to a

physician who regularly networks with others not only here in US but worldwide. . . The venom was spewed by family and

friends via emails and phone calls To date there have been no apologies as though it never happened. Su_ce to say, at least I

am not on life support and just don't realize it
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if they are smirking and rolling their eyes now that one of their own of the left has declared she and her partner are

vaccine injured. That same woman who whilst injured knowingly kept pushing the jabs for the rest of us including children.  No

sympathy for her at all.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate to burst anyone's bubble, but just like Roundup, which is known to cause cancer, is STILL sold in Home Depot, etc.....the shots

will continue to be pushed as long as governments continue to pro`t off of Big Pharma.  All at the expense of humanity....
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI....Roundup id banned in Mexico and a few other countries. Viva Mexico
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, Monsanto was just the black sheep of the government. Just like P`zer and Moderna were tasked to lower the population

under the disguise of healthcare, Monsanto was tasked to lower the population under the disguise of food production. All of

these government ties to the corporate world will never fail until the US Government fails. For example, Monsanto was facing

bankruptcy from all the lawsuits concerning cancers related to glyphosate exposure. So BAYER swoops in and buys them out.

Now everything is OK. The depopulation agenda not only continues on as usual, but the US government steps it up a notch with

the creation of Sars-Cov-2 and the gene altering jabs. This will never stop until there is a revolution and those that created these

man-made crises are held accountable.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am part of suit against RoundUp, we won but they keep appealing. Haven't seen any money yet.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are great articles! Thanks for keeping us updated. The cancers that result from the covid vaxxes are incubating and brewing

now. Learn how to protect yourself and loved ones from cancer with fenbendazole, a safe, inexpensive, off patent, otc drug. So far it

saved two people (make that THREE) close to me. Read the detailed Case Reports fenbendazole.substack.com  Breast, colon,

prostate, glioma, lung, it doesn’t seem to matter, fenbendazole seems to eradicate them all. Case Reports in the queue are melanoma,

ovarian, breast, myeloma, bladder are the next `ve.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

StarPowerVitD - thank you for your reference. I have added the substack to my references. This is why I follow Dr. Mercola and

our incredible community. The power, creativity, and intelligence of connected individuals - motivated for the greater good.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

StarPowerVitD-my brother tried dewormer meds it didn’t work for him, he still died. Maybe it was because he was getting chemo

treatment which is horrible. Maybe he learned about dewormer too late, it’s hard to know at this point.  I do know his Dr.s didn’t

give a rip who lived or died in their center, luck of the draw according to them. Cancer is big business along with other

procedures such as dialysis. My mom refused that treatment and lived a decade with 10% or less kidney function. If anyone

reads this please try dewormer before chemo, your life may depend on it. God Bless.
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Hartosgirl
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:54:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the information on fenbendazole.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen Bro, as a Biofeedback Teck. have been telling my Clients 5 years ago, start Fenben. FIRST !!!!
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dlovell308
Joined On 6/11/2013 9:19:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

StarPowerVitD, yes I received Joe Tippens story about Fenbendazole from my FM doctor who said he knew 4 people with stage

iv cancers (glioblastoma, melanoma, lung cancer and pancreatic) who are now cancer free from taking Fenben & 3 onco

pathways (CBD, Quercitin and Berberine. Www.mycancerstory.rocks has Joe’s story and the protocol. So far over 1,000 people

with serious cancers are now NED (no evidence of disease). The website takes you to the facebook page where people post

their progress and cures (it is private and you have to apply. It is absolutely amazing. However, it is very disappointing that

people shrug it off as snake oil.

I gave the info to a couple whose wife is terminal and they refuse to use it, instead looking for a cure in all the wrong places,

ditto with several other friends and acqaintances with cancer. Menbendazole (the sister drug) was found to have anti-cancer

properties back in 2003. Three MD Anderson doctors tested it but as it is off patent no drug company wants to do a clinical trial.

However, a university in Oklahoma is reviewing the over 1,000 cures ass this information could be used to promote the e_cacy

of Fenben and convince more people that this is solid evidence of e_cacy.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank You, Climate Hysterics. You’ve Made Me Rich dailysceptic.org/2022/12/28/thank-you-climate-hysterics-youve-made-me-..  * * *

* “So thank you to the credulous, trusting fools, incensed by relentless propaganda. Thank you, obvious shills. And thank you to the

ludicrous climate-pseudo-scientists with your incessant grifting, well-practised arrogance and unquestioning, monomaniacal certainty.

Without you I would be considerably less wealthy than I am today.”
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Maritt.# The Climate Change promotion is a very important part of the Agenda 2030 takeover. You know it's a scam

because recently there was a record cold temperature in Norway and Sweden, also very cold in the USA, even in Texas * The

U.S. government led by Biden funds foreign reporters to write alarming stories about the climate. Taxpayers' money is misused

for propaganda. www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-admin-funding-foreign-reporters-write-c..  . * Associated Press received over

$8 million from liberal groups to fund climate coverage’.

www.foxnews.com/media/liberal-media-dubious-claims-climate-change-year..  * BBC’s Climate Question scam

notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2022/12/26/bbcs-climate-question..  * Climategate: Never Forget.

cornwallalliance.org/2022/12/climategate-never-forget-13th-anniversary..  * As Greta, Gore Go Into Hibernation, North America

Braces for Another Record Cold Winter 21stcenturywire.com/2022/12/14/as-greta-gore-go-into-hibernation-north..
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maritt and Pete: Yes, I concede that the elites are using climate change as yet another method to control the populace; that

said, because you are both intelligent and awake, I would direct you to geoengineeringwatch.org... As Dane Wigginton states in

his most recent newsletter: 'Winter Storm Elliot" is the latest chemical ice nucleation cloud seeding creation from the weather

makers. Geoengineering operations are wreaking havoc around the world, how long do we have before the climate system

completely collapses bringing civilization with it?' -- I live in a rural area and these days it's only once in a blue moon that I feel

like the clouds/sky actually 'look natural.'
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My hopes are that now that the truth is getting out to more people, steps will be taken to rein in the power of Big Pharma. 1. Make

them liable for damages caused by vaccines. 2. No more advertising of prescription drugs. 3. No more contributions to politicians. 4.

Prison time in addition to `nes when wrong doing results in deaths and/or injuries. 5. No one allowed to work for the FDA, CDC or

WHO with congicts of interest. 6. No outside inguence, such as donations or job offers, from Big Pharma (here's looking at you, Bill)
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uriahheep
Joined On 10/28/2010 4:44:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant speech, needs repeating in London again after the last MP spoke up, what was left of the MP's there just walked out as he

started to speak, they didn't and don't want to hear. There needs to be a class action against these poisoners and their handmaids.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5% of the population think for themselves. The rest of the population go with whatever the "leaders" tell them to do. This did not start

yesterday. It has been going on for a very long time. Censoring those people that question what they are told is the common response

from those in authority. The common subconscious is to treat those educated with doctor degrees as if they were gods. After all, they

are the educated and professionals in our society and they make loads of money often times. The trick is to fool people into paying for

that knowledge and those degrees behind their names. The common person in our education system is brain washed to become a

peasant in the system with a 9 to 5 kind of job and in the past become part of an assembly line somewhere.

Those jobs paid well. Robotics is capable of doing that same kind of job 24/7 with little maintenance(if engineered right) and they no

longer need peasants to do the work. The next step is then to eliminate that excess peasant population. Which the people in authority

have been doing for the last two or three years. It has been going on a lot longer than that. But at a much lower level. I call the people

doing this rats. Because like rats, they do not realize that they also will harvest what is to come. Those rats will also die.

Probably from believing their own lies and taking the shots. IF a plot exists, whom are those doing the plotting? Who directs the rats?

Who gives the orders? Money talks. Following the trail of money might expose quite a lot of corruption both in the leadership class in

the Congress and elsewhere. The question then becomes who owns the justice system. Because last I have heard these same rats are

still in control and the court system has no clue in how to handle this situation. If this massive fraud is going on, it is a very successful

fraud. That means a huge number of people charged and going to jail. I do not see that happening.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DJWEBBSR, I was published this month in New Dawn magazine. Beyond being thrilled, I couldn’t wait to read the other articles

in there. One provided an illustration of where people are with respect to questioning. Most are still in the `rst ditch, believing

everything they’re told, with little to no hope of climbing out. Between there and those of us who think for ourselves may as well

be separated by an ocean. And of course the fewer people there are who are awake.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is truly a David and Goliath `ght..I see Goliath and his crew everywhere ,but where's David's? https://youtu.be/2vRsEC65NTA
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not here or in our time. Judgement Day will see them punished for their crimes.
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Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee and Segstar, sites like Mercola’s, Karen Kingston, Rumble, etc. allow us to `nd one another. We are fewer but mighty as

hell.
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AudMoz
Joined On 12/29/2022 6:28:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a proud Wisconsinite please make the correction on Senator Ron Johnson. He is a Senator representing WI not MN
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video was one Citizen’s Free press about two weeks, and it is startling especially when you to end and none of those listening, and

there are very few there, are moved. Wait until the grand jury in Fliriuda convenes and the board that DeSantis put into place begins.the

truth will come out or least a good portion of it. Bid pharma has to be very scared at this moment even if only Florida starts courts for

law suits against the injured and those who died. And then what other governor will have the guts to follow? All gorida has to do is

prove fraud.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not like any of them got their positions because they were honest and God-fearing people, or we can get justice by voting harder in

rigged systems. Surely we're past that delusion by now.
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quakes4
Joined On 3/1/2016 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least one member of Congress has the balls to speak up. Even though he’s from another country!
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone is tired of all the CV nonsense. Even those who took the clot shots (at least some of them), realized they made a mistake.

Don't worry - the "Bigs" will come out with a new disease. People who think they are in charge - perhaps they were infected with that

Chronic Wasting Disease? Just a thought. To me, they suffer from some severe brain damage. Like being addicted to gambling, they've

become addicted to murder. Unfortunately, we cannot bring back lost loved ones, especially the elderly folks who had to die in pain

and alone.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It matters less who is in power or whether you have a centralized or decentralized system if there is no meritocracy but that alone is a

bird without wings. Unless you have a means of allowing people of conscience and wisdom who believe in merit to `ll high positions

and to have good lieutenants the `ght will be problematic. Even if you are able to codify into laws and regulations what you want those

that have hidden agendas will be problematic as they will play a game. I can assure you that you can corrupt a decentralized system

(nationhood is such) and more easily a centralized system (within a nation or state).

Good luck to bad actors if they are not able to make decisions but must follow. If I take for example placing any of the misinformation

dirty dozen in charge of government and allow them to choose their lieutenants imagine for example what health would look like.

Meritocracy should be the only aim as it will free up many other things that are being held down and it is hard to argue against such a

theme as we tend to teach even the young this lesson of life rather than corruption or favoritism.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, now they're exposed. I guess I should ask, "So what? or now what?" May as well pee in the wind. There are no testicles in DC.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup if you spit in the sky it'll fall in your eye..But it seems like we're constantly swimming against the current, or running against

the wind.. https://youtu.be/2vRsEC65NTA
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Seawitch
Joined On 6/20/2022 10:13:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nuremberg 2.0 trials now All of the scumbags who coerced people and pushed this shot must be held to account
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Ron Popeil said "Wait, there's more!" worldyturnings.wordpress.com/2022/12/20/is-africa-the-covid-smoking-gu..
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

karma can be vicious Twitter permanently suspended me in June for merely stating I had opted for therapeutic protocol based on

advice from a reputable physician While 2 friends have died, and several been infected, 2 who were hospitalized, and 3 have had it

more than once I have not had as much as a sni~e THE common factor for THEM? All fully jabbed Twitter cited spreading dangerous

and harmful misinformation as reason for the permanent suspension NOW WE know the govt was orchestrating it all with social media

shutting down MY right to freedom of speech. . . .and they created the LIE in '20 for PROFIT and CONTROL and sold it to the world by

denying any reputable input from leading physicians, virologists and epidemiologists
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christinethenze
Joined On 7/23/2014 11:07:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you thank you, thank you for telling the truth! We should all be outraged for being lied to by the US government, Fauci, Gates, Big

Pharma. They should be sued for all the deaths and injury they are responsible for, for the lies! Thank you senator for speaking out!

Finally!
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to me getting politicians to do something for the people without them expecting something in return is impossible. I think it's

a good thing that we're starting to see people like Ron Desantis try to take back some ground from our corporate overlords. But when I

see them turn the whole thing into a political issue, my fear is that they're really just playing a role in the calculous of the globalist

technocrats.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seek awareness and truthfulness by collecting and connecting "dots." "Dot" of the day - Tyranny (noun) 1. arbitrary or unrestrained

exercise of power; despotic abuse of authority. 2. oppressive or unjustly server government on the part of any ruler. 3. undue severity

or harshness. 4. a cruel or harsh act or proceeding; an arbitrary, oppressive, or tyrannical action.
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leeoriginals
Joined On 1/20/2016 9:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo Sen Rennick! Ron Johnson from WI (unfortunately not from MN as stated above) is a great medical freedom `ghter...wish we

had in him here in my terminally ill blue state of MN. We must encourage all the freedom `ghters in DC as well! Pray big and NEVER

comply. We will NOT be "Borgs"
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a very sad regection on MN that they didn't elect Scott Jansen as governor, what a wonderful human being he truly is.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, I live in MN also. I don't know any liberals. We live in exurbia and that is where the conservatism starts and then fans out

to the country where children actually love their parents, are good students, helpful, etc.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't get it, do you ??? "They" elect who they want !!!!!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a superb speech by the Australian Senator! I wish everyone could hear that! I am not on Twitter but hopefully someone that is

has posted that there and that it went viral. I doubt it would stay on Facebook if someone has posted it there. I am not on Facebook,

either.
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LDOriole
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For Mr. Smith...you did see the Andreas Kalcker was charged with the death of a 5 year old boy in Argentina, right?
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tbr5847
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Wow the best video I’ve seen in a long while. Thank you for sharing this critical information!
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skupe59
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Thanks for this and it's one reason we are now in Florida.
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The scandal is that Senator Rennick does not get a mention in the press in Australia.
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Mary you sound surprised??
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drchuck48
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Gov. DeSantis continues to impress on many counts and makes a good case for himself being elected the next POTUS in 2024.
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"In 2021, Australia had 8,706 extra deaths above norm, even though New South Wales remained in lockdown for three months, so, in

theory, the death toll should have been lower, not higher." No no no! It would have been higher yet without the lockdown! The excess

deaths are a decrease of the increase! Thank God for the Aussie authoritarians! /sarc off
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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So explain why the USA is 59th in infectious rate and Australia is 39th? Australia had a MUCH higher percentage of their

population that's vaccinated. Australia had MUCH stricter lockdowns and they had MUCH stricter masks mandates. If masks,

lockdowns, and vaccines work then why has more people per capita gotten covid-19 in Australia than the USA? You can't blame

testing!! The USA actually tested more people per million than Australia did. So if it were simply a ratio that correlates to testing,

the USA should be like in 39th place and Australia should be in 59th place. Then there's S. Africa!! They were the epicenter for

Omicron, they have the lowest vaccination rate, and they threw caution to the wind when it came to lockdowns and masks, yet

they are in 143rd place!!

So, if masks, lockdowns, and vaccines are the answers to mitigating a respiratory viral outbreak, explain how S. Africa (nearly all

of Africa) coasted through the entire Omicron variant with fewer deaths than you normally see during an average FLU

SEASON??? S. Africa was the epicenter of Omicron! Shouldn't they have suffered the most using your logic? How did Omicron

get to Australia, much less decimate the country, when they didn't even allow gights in out of Africa or the USA?? They are on an

ISLAND! Keep drinking that Kool-Aid! Triple mask and triple jab while you're at it.
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“ Waning effectiveness is the justi`cation for repeated boosters, but arti`cially ingated antibodies caused by repeated boosters signal

to your body that you're chronically infected, which is never a good thing.” Just wondering how the above relates to naturally acquired

immunity to some diseases, sometimes for a lifetime?
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They think all they have to do is lie and a lot of people will believe them. Even if they can't get everybody, they will get enough of

them.
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jamNjim
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We need more leaders in the US like Desantis and Johnson. Corruption exists across every governmental agency. This is what

happens when you allow corporations to inguence elections. For centuries we had separation of church and state. We need separation

between corporate and state. Due to our current tax structure, it is impossible to separate corporate and state. You don't want them to

be tax exempt, although that would stimulate the economy. This is where a FLAT TAX would solve a lot of problems. No one would be

exempt from taxes. Even illegals buying products with cash would end up paying taxes and this would lower the tax burden of the

middle class.
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Those who bene`t from the thousands of pages of tax code would never allow gat tax to happen.
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jamNjim - you will want to WATCH THIS interview, pay attention to the last 30 minutes: Martin Armstrong: The Great Reset will

FAIL & EVERY government will collapse 12/9/22 - www.bitchute.com/.../6uGFukFx1di9   - 4th posting...
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Since when was it ever a crime, to invoke a sorry refrain, to be "anti-vax"? Why are people not allowed to think and ask questions? What

is wrong with this picture? What would happen if the greater masses have vaccine and vax-induced imbalanced, tweaked immunity,

and this interacts with the antibiotic bug resistance problem? "Health" "Authorities"? Oh my. This is not even smart, let alone tyrannical

in nature and calloused-hearted. Squelching debate is NOT science! "You don't meld the outcome to `t the hypothesis, that is not

science" said the late biologist Lynn Margulies.
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I agree, totally, but right now the Globalists aren't even concerning themselves with health debates especially since they got

SCOTUS to help them, all of the countries' leaders and the dimwit fake US President we have as it gets closer and closer to

2030.
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Skupe, the US Dept of Justice (DOJ) is just as powerful as the Supreme Court, isn't it? Let's look at their court rulings and letters

they have written about the current COVID state of affairs: A) www.justice.gov/.../dl  April 27, 2020 US DOJ Balancing Public

Safety with the Preservation of Civil Rights: “Many policies that would be unthinkable in regular times have become

commonplace in recent weeks, and we do not want to unduly interfere with the important efforts of state and local o_cials to

protect the public. But the Constitution is not suspended in times of crisis. We must therefore be vigilant to ensure its

protections are preserved, at the same time that the public is protected.” “The legal restrictions on state and local authority are

not limited to discrimination against religious institutions and religious believers.

For example, the Constitution also forbids, in certain circumstances, discrimination against disfavored speech and undue

interference with the national economy.” B) US DOJ wrote to Gavin Newsome: “There is no pandemic exception, however, to the

fundamental liberties the Constitution safeguards. Indeed, “individual rights secured by the Constitution do not disappear

during a public health crisis" C) This was emailed previously by the NVIC: In re Abott,---F3d---, 2020 WL 1685929, at *6 (5th Cir.

April 7,2020) “These individual rights, including the protections in the Bill of Rights made applicable to the states through the

Fourteenth Amendment, are always in force and restrain government action”. D)

www.aclu.org/other/model-state-emergency-health-powers-act?redirect=cp..  ACLU re a previous, parallel law, was concerned

re lack of checks and balances, overbroad de`nition of “Public health emergency” and concerns re forced treatment, lack of

privacy protections. With many more court cases and Attorneys General `ling suit, we have good people on our side.
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PS Skupe et al, I fully understand the discouragement, and am not saying that we don't have a big matter on our hands. But, I am

saying that there is the light of hope. If we focus on that, we can also spread word about it, and word can spread. Things can

begin to turn around. And they will, as people suffer more and more. The bitter lesson here is that those who lack in critical

thinking, are the ones who will succumb. How tragic. How wrongful.
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If vaccines are so great and protective, why are the vaxxers so afraid of the anti vaxxers?
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A) Pete.Smith, I know of a person, the cousin of an acquaintance, who went into a three-month coma directly after the vax! She is a

teenager. B) Guillermou, about dragging a politician or any human being to a quarantine hotel, in the `rst place it is short-sighted,

because to put sick people altogether in one place, is only to breed and fester the bug, true? C) What is wrong with staying at home if

someone is sick? And if someone has no illness, what right does any authority have to drag someone away? And if someone also is

sick, is it their god-given right to drag a sick person away and punish them for their illness?

D) Let the sick stay home, and the authorities must leave them alone. They are, in this case when they drag a vocal politician away,

nothing but violent bullies, clamping down on free speech, attempting to intimidate it. So what have they got to hide, anyway? That is

the most obvious question of all. Don't they think they are making their own selves look suspicious and someone to be questioned? If

they do not think about this, then maybe they should. E) As for those who mock the vax-injured, or mock anybody injured by anything

at all, they are begging to themselves be dragged into the psyche hospital or to prison.

They are a danger to society, and must not be allowed to roam free. Shame on them, they are not only calloused-hearted, they are evil

and enjoying it! Puke. What if they themselves were injured, and mocked by someone else? I would like to see how they would like that,

if they were themselves in that position! They should volunteer to be `rst in line! And if they don't want to volunteer, then they should

kindly stand down, and refrain. Simple as that. Better yet, they should step down from public o_ce, and into a treatment home or

prison, until they are no longer a danger to society.
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Just don't go to a doctor and get a "diagnosis". Do like the Amish and GO TO WORK! Support your community! Support your sick

neighbor! GO TO CHURCH! The problem we have here is sheeple going to see sheeple doctors and being treated with "herd

mentality". Just walk away from the medical system.
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I remember reading in my daughter's curriculum a story about some immigrants crossing over the pond in about the early

1700's. The pilgrims got so horribly sick they almost died. One of the sailors, a big, strong, burly guy constantly made fun of

them and mocked them during their sickness. Then that sailor got horribly sick and died a horrible death. The pilgrims did not

say a word to him, never mocked him, never made fun of him. What goes around comes around.
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I'm puzzled given the huge number of blood tests carried out across the world on millions of people that laboratory staff have not

commented on anomalies in blood.
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Jackieh... they notice but look the other way. Some are afraid of losing their jobs, others of being killed.
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TonyRyan, you are right. I really believe that some are afraid of being m-rdered. That is the biggest fear of all. Make no mistake.

The ma`a is alive and well . . .
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What blood test are you talking about? I'm not aware of any massive blood testing campaign. What are they testing for?
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What blood test are you talking about? I'm not aware of any massive blood testing campaign. What are they testing for?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2022 11:31:41 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi jamNjim I was referring to the usual blood tests that people undertake generally.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2022 3:14:22 PM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Jackie you can respond to your original post so everyone stays in one thread..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2022 5:37:43 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't we all write to Gov DeSantis and ask him to do this? And other speakers too, who see through the nonsense and call it out.

He should have doctors on his speaker team too, like Paul Marik et al.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen bro, and well said! A good beginning would be to overturn the so-called "Citizens United". That gave corporations the voice of a

person,a move which should be obvious to most thinking people, to favor the corporations in a non-credible way. If the Constitution is

all about a government of/by/for the people, then it should be obvious that to give corporations a voice (a gov't of/by/for the

corporations), is unconstitutional on its face. This has to go. And politicians should be required to disclose who their funders are, and

the denominations contributed. That might be a good starting point. And when i say disclose, it should be required on every one of

their ads, gyers, website, in open and plain view and in plain, layperson's English. Fair enough?
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TOBDNCNG
Joined On 2/25/2010 10:20:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Florida Senate! This is also what DeSantis did. So what does he really believe? Speaking out of both sides of his mouth.  Page 39

of 42: "If there is no practical method to isolate or quarantine the individual, the State Health O_cer may use any means necessary to

vaccinate or treat the individual." www.gsenate.gov/.../PDF
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeSantis is one of them. He even approved the genetically altered Frankenmosquitos for all Floridians to enjoy. When will all the

people realize that the system is 100% corrupt with no avenue for justice and not one ally?
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Nice for DeSantis to do that now. However, he mandated it through his health department. Glad he is realizing his error.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM
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Isn’t it DeSantis who is being dragged up and down on CNN right now because he fabricated all kinds of fake grand

achievements on his resume?
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NO wendyb. Get your facts right before posting such drivel.
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"Isn’t it DeSantis who is being dragged up and down on CNN right now because he fabricated all kinds of fake grand

achievements on his resume?" That would be Rep.-elect George Santos (R-NY). I wonder how the GOP and RNC are gonna

handle that. Juicy material for CNN,
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Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC all propoganda out`ts parading as NEWS outlets...If that's the only thing to watch then no ifs ands

or buts, my TVS goes out the winda..I put no trust in any man, as all have fallen short of the glory of God..Why do you think

things are not getting any better right now?
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Good grief!!! "wendyb", let's get this right, there are too many zombies out there that would run with such dis/misinformation,

and vote for big government corporate control of big med, big pharma, big,food, etc.

nypost.com/2022/12/26/rep-elect-george-santos-admits-fabricating-key-d..  That's Rep-elect George Santos of Long Island, NY,

a Republican. The Republicans have `nally won the House majority by a mere 5 seats, and this clown George Santos comes

along and threatens that slim majority in favor Dems for big government corporate control...aye, yai yai!!!
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Wendy, you are talking about Congressman-elect George Santos. He lied about being Jewish. He lied about his college

education. He lied about his mother's death. On one account he claims his mother died on 9/11 then he states on Dec 23rd that

it's been 5 years since his mother's death. OK....Which is it? 9/11 was 21 years ago. Seriously. How can you confuse a newly

New York Congressman-elect with a sitting (just reelected) Florida Governor? You may not like either one, but you can't confuse

the two.
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